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FOREWORD

The need for competent administrators'of vocational education has long

been recognized. The rapid expansion of vocational education programs and

increased student enrollments have resulted in a need for increasing numbers

of vocational administrators at both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

Preservice and inservice administrators need to be well prepared for the com-

plex and unique skills required to successfully direct vocational programs.

The effective training of local administrators has been hampered by the

limited knowledge of the competencies needed by local administrators and by

the limited availability of competency-based materials specifically designed

for the preparation of vocational administrators.
In response to this press-

ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch of the U.S. Office of

Education, under provisions of part C--Research of the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968, funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled

"Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for Local Adminis-

trators of Vocational Education" during the period 1975-77. That project had

two major objectives:

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally verify the competen-

cies considered important to local administrators of vocational

education.

2. To develop and field test a series of prototypic competency-based

instructional packages and a user's guide. One hundred sixty-six

(166) high priority competencies were identified and six prototypic

modules and a user's guide were developed, field tested, and revised.

Although six modules had been developed, many more were needed to have

competency-based materials that would address all the important competencies

that had been identified and verified. To meet this need, several states

joined with the National Center, for Research in Vocational Education in

September 1978 to form the Consortium for the Development of Professional

Materials for Vocational Education, which has supported the development of

additional modules and a guide to vocational education. Those states were

Illinois, Ohio, North Carolina, New York, and Pennsylvania. The first five

states were joined by Florida and Texas later in the first year.

Additional skills related to the administrator's role in program improve-

ment were identified, and two modules, of which this is one, were developed

to deliver on those skills. ghe development of this module was supported in

part by the Consortium and in part by the Office of Vocational and Adult Edu-

cation, U.S. Department of Education as part of the 1980-81 Natjonal Center

for Research in Vocational Educat'on contract.

Several persons contributed to the successful development and field test-

ing of this module on using information resources to help improve vocational

education programs. Carol P. Kowle, Research Specialist, assumed the major

responsibility for reviewing the literature and for preparing the actual
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INTRODUCTION
MIR

The role of the vocational/technical administrator becomes more complex

and specialized each year. Administrators must make many decisions concerning

vocational programming that involve, in many cases, complicated and difficult

choices.

Many of the situations faced by administrators involve choosing from

among several alternative courses of action. The ability to locate and choose

the best alternative is the sign of the successful decision maker. Decision-

making skills are not merely intuitive--they can be learned and developed

through repeated use. The application of problem-solving and decision-making

steps can improve daily administrative decisions.

Understanding the circumstances and conditions surrounding a decision

is vital to rational choice. The identification and choice of alternatives

should always be based on factual information. Useful information for deci-

sion making in education includes not only the details of the immediate situ-

ation--the "data" gathered on the case--but also the findings of researchers,

the products of curriculum developers, and the opinions of experts. A range

of information resources is available to educational decision makers; one need

only locate these sources in order to be well informed.

In this module, problem-solving and information-seeking techniques

410

are presented in conjunction with a description of some major information

resources in education. The resources are explained in such a way as to

take the mystery out of systems such as the Educational Resources Informa-

tion Center (ERIC).

This module is designed to help you, as a busy administrator, (1) to

identify places to turn when information is needed in order to make program

improvement decisions and (2) to improve your skill in using these information

resources to solve problems and make decisions. In reading this module, you

will note that many of the information resources designed for vocational edu-

cators are located at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education

(hereinafter called the National Center). The fact that so many resources are

available in one location should make information retrieval easier for you.

At the same time, you should keep in mind that the National Center is your

center; the information resources
described here are available to all'voca-

tional educators.

1
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"MOMS

Module Structure and Use

This module contains an introduction and three sequential learning experi-

ences. Overviews, which precede each learning experience, contain the

objective for each experience and a brief description of what the learning

experience involves.

Objectives Termi nal Ob 'ecti ve : Whi l e wOrKi pg: irif ,4t1 '0444,1F_

ve situation, : use i nfo 004) *reiOutO
vocati on al ,edUcati On_ iprogrami.,1 ,y0*-'iit0
as ses sect OY ,Y0#' ,reioUtce tie:00-,* 4.#i
Performande Assestlient FörW',00.4V
ence III)

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, apply problem-

solving and information-seeking techniques to an edu-

cational problem described in a given case situation.

(Learning Experience I)

2. After completing the required reading, identify

resources appropriate for the information need described

in a given case situation and critique the information-

seeking performance of a decision maker in a given case

study. (Learning Experience II)

Resources A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-

tained within the module follows. Check with your resource

person (1) to determine the availability and the location

of these resources, (2) to locate additional references

specific to your situation, and (3) to get assistance in

setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled

administrators.

Learning Experience I

Optional

O REFERENCE: Carkhuff, Robert R. The Art of Problem-

Solving. Amherst, MA: Human Resource Development

Press, 1973.

REFERENCE: Wheeler, Daniel D., and Janis, Irving L.

A Practical Guide for Making Decisions. New York, NY:

ITTTFIgTiTe-is, 1980.



Learning Experience II

No outside resources

Learning Experience III

Required

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE SITUATION in which, as part
of your duties, you can use information resources to
help improve vocational educatioh programs.

A RESOURCE PERSON to assess your competency in using
information resources to help improve vocational edu-
cation programs.

Selected Ternns Administrator--refers to a member of the secondary or post-
secondary administrative team. This generic term, except
where otherwise specified, refers to the community college
president, vice-president, dean, or director; or to the
secondary school principal, director, or superintendent.

User's Guide

Board--refers to the secondary or postsecondary educational
governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term
"board" is used to refer to a board of education and/or a
board of trustees.

Institution--refers to a secondary or postsecondary educa-
tional agency. Except where otherwise specified, this
generic term is used to refer synonymously to secondary
schools, secondary vocational schools, area vocational
schools, community colleges, postsecondary vocational and
technical schools, and trade schools.

Resource Person--refers to the professional educator who is
directly responsible for guiding and helping you plan and
carry out your professional development program.

Teacher/Instructor--thes terms are used interchangeably to
refer to the person who is teaching or instructing students
in a secondary or postsecondary educational institution.

For information that is common to all modules, such as
procedures for module use, organization of modules, and
definitions of terms, you should refer to the following
supporting document:

Guide to Using Competenc -Based Vocational Education
ministrator ateria s. o umbus, H: e enter for

Vocational Education, The Ohid State University, 1977.
'
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Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW 4

Optioi*
Vtivity

1%0

After completing the required reading, apply problem-solving

and information-seeking techniques td?r. educational proble

desCribed in i,given case situation.

-You will be.reading the information sheet, "Use PrOlem-

,
Solvi.ng and Information-Seeking Techniques to Help Improve

Vocatidnal Education Programs," pp. 7-12.

You may wish to read one or both of the following supplemen-

tary resources on problem solving and information-seeking:

Carkhuff, The Art of Problem-Solvinv and/or Wheeler and

anis,/ A PiRti-Fai Guide For Making Decisions.

You w
applyi

to the

11 be reading the "Case Situation," pp. 13-16, and

ng problem-solving and information-seeking techniques

educational problem described.

You will be
'Solving and i
problem by com
with the "Model

valuating your competency in applying problem-

nformation-seeking techniques to an educational

paring your responses to the "Case Situation"

Respanses,," pp. 17-22.

5
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Activity Solving problems and making decisions are part of the daily

fare of the vocational administrator. If sound decisions are

to be made, they must be reached using rational steps and the

best available information. For information explaining the

purposes of.and steps in probleth solving and information seek-

ing, read the following information sheet.

USE PROBLEM-SOLVING-AND INFORMATION:SEEKING TECHNIQUES

TO HELP IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Vocational administrators must make difficult decisions every day. Bud-

geting, staffing, program development, facility planning, and affirmative

action pojicies, for example, can 1-r7.6aste complex problem situations that

demand well-planned solutions: In recent years, more and more attention has

been directed to the field of management science, which attempts to make the

role of the manager or administrator less complicated and more rational: One

important focus of management science has been on the techniques that can be

used in the problem-solving process.

The.use of problem-solving techniques is not new. In fact, educators

have been teaching students how to solve problems for generations. Yet, when

faced with real-life problems, vocational administrators may forget (Or feel

410

they don't have enough time) to analyze problems or to make sure they have

enough information to choose the best possible course of action.

At the same time, you as a.decision.maker cannot expect to choose the

perfect course of action at all times. There will be times when you do pot

know all the aspects of a problem. No situation is static; the circumstances

surrounding a decision can sometimes change overnight. Still, a step-by-step

approach to problems,
with.Fonsideratio6of alternative solutions, and use of

the best available inIformation can improve the overall qualitS, of decisions.

Finding and using the best available 'information on a problem or topic

is crucial to successful problem solving and decision making. You have access

to a vast array of information resources that can be used in the decision

process. Making use of this information will contribute greatly to your abil-

ity to solve problems rationally. The flexible, rational, and wise decision

maker can be described in the following terms:

Skilled in problem-solving techniques

Sensitive to personal needs

Able to express a need or problem in concrete terms

Open to new facts and ideas, '

Capable of adapting solutions to actual situations

Willing and able to seek and use information in making decisions

designed to solve problems

7
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Several approaches have been identified for use in solving problems.
Information seeking and information use, as indicated, are crucial. A review
of the steps involved in problem solving can help clarify the process and
reveal the stages at which information seeking can improve the outcomes.'

Problem Solving

Rational problem solving follows a series of logical steps. In general,
these steps involve identifying and defining the problem, gathering informa-
tion, and locating and applying a solution. Here are some simple steps to
follow in solving problems:

I. Identify the need.

2. Diagnose and state the problem.

3. Search for and acquire information on the problem.

4. Apply decision-making guidelines.

The amount of time spent in each of these stages depends on the magnitude of
the problem and the time available to solve it. The following discussion out
lines each step.

Step I. The first step in problemcsolving is sensing a need, a problem,
or a difficulty to be overcome. The administrator or decision maker may sense
a need at only a general level. For example, you may recognize a problem con-
cerning increasing enrollments without yet having examined the issue further.
This is the awareness stage; the problem has recently surfaced.

Step 2. The second step is diagnosing and stating the problem. The
problem statement should describe the difficulties to be overcome and include
such specific diagnostic information as (1) who or what is affected by the
problem, (2) what conditions are causing the problem, and (3) what goal is
to be reached. When these three components have been stated in a clear and
concise manner, the problem is no longer "increasing enrollments," but is
defined in concrete terms, as in the following statement:

Increasing numbers of adult students enrolling in our institution
to upgrade their skills will cause overcrowding in our technical
programs within two years. Our institution needs to coordinate
facilities, staff, programs, and schedules to accommodate the
influx of adult students.

'The problem might be stated more simply as follows:

Our institution needs to,expand program offerings for adult stu-
dents.

The problem statement is the most important part of the solution process.
If the problem is stated incorrectly, if the "redl" problem is something else

8



entirely, your information search will break down. Endless hours can be

410 wasted looking for the wrong kinds of information. For example, consider

what would happen if you had stated the goal as follows: "Our institution

needs to rent space to accommodate the influx of adult students." Space may

be only one part of the problem; in fact, it may not be the problem at all.

Properly diagnosing and stating the problem in clear terms can prevent the

selection of "Band-Aid" solutions such as "renting space" when the real prob-

lem ts much broader.

Step 3. The third step is searching for and atquiring information on

the FED-6i. To save valuable time, you should know what types of informa-

tion can be useful and where to find them. Faced with the enrollment problem,

you may need (1) data on present and projected enrollments, especially of

older adult students; (2) information on technical program areas experiencing

crowding; (3) facts on staffing patterns and desirable student-staff ratios;

(4) scheduling options; (5) information on the capacity of present facilities;

and (6) projection5--Of curriculum and equipment needs or Rther details perti-

nent to adult vocational program development.

Often, your information needs can be met wholly or partially by immediate

sources of information. Sometimes a phone call to the appropriate person can

answer important questions. On the other hand, seeking expert guidance from

outside sources can.be vital in certain problem situations. While many deci-

sion makers .implete their fact finding using information available within the

immediate environment, they sometimes neglect to take the extra steps involved

in consulting research and expert opinion. Yet, information resources in edu-

cation are often readily accessible to the vocational administrator in the

field.

Step 4. The fourth step is applying decision-making guidelines. The

tentative solution-s,are derived from consideration of the immediate data and

solutions offered by research studies, journal articles, opinion, or other

sources. It is preferable to be able to choose from among several alterna-

tives. In all cases, solutions depend on the circumstances of the situation,

the constraints or limitations, and the desired outcome.

At' times, there will be only one "right" answer, and action can be taken

immediately. In the case of the influx of adult students, a comprehensive

multiyear master plan for maximum use of existing facilities, staff, and

programs, may be the best--and only--solution. On the other hand, time con-

straints may hurry the decision process, forcing a choice of an alternative

whether or not it ts the optimal one. As one writer commented, applying a

solution means putting it to the acid test. When there are attractive alter-

natives and the time to choose among them, however, you should consider the

following seven decision-making guidelines:

I. Establish the objectives of the decision--The objectives describe

the outcomes to be accomplished and the job to be done. You can

establish your objectives by breaking down your goals into action

statements.

9



2. Classify the objectives according to importance--Once objectives
have been eve oped, they need to e weig ed in terms of their
importance. You need to*distinguish between necessary and optional
concerns. A "must" is a requirement that cannot be compromised; a
"want" is desirable but subject to bargaining or compromise. Rank
ordering can be used to determine the relative importance of "musts"
and "wants" in making the final decision. It is a useful step here,
as it encourages value clarification.

4 Develop alternalive actions--The development and consideration of
several alternatives are more likely to produce a final match between
objectives and actions than a "one-shot" solution. Some choices may
be obvious. However, the more possibilities you consider, the less
likely it is that you will overlook the most desirable alternative.
The final list of alternatives should be limited to authentic possi-
bilities, however. In some cases the familiar and tested solution
may'be less effeptive than a new approach. In other cases, flawed
alternatives can be.reworked and improved.

4. Evaluate alternatives against the established objectives--Each
alternative must be judged according to whether it satisfies "musts"
while incorporating more "wants" than the other alternatives. You

can make an estimate of utility in terms of the relative benefits of
onealternative over another..

5. Choose the alternative best able to achieve all the objectives--The
best alternative theoretically incorporates all "musts" and the
greatest number of "wants," with the fewest disadvantages.

6. Explore the tentative decision for possible adverse consequences--
To the *tent possib e, decisions should be viewed.in light of
potential negative r sults. The seriousness and probability of
such results are imp rtant concerns. If the threats are too great,
another decision may be required.

7. Control the effects of the final decision by taking other actions to
prevent adverse consequences from becoming problems. Make sure the
actions chosen are carried out--Clear the way for the course of
action you have chosen. FolloW through once the decision is made.

Sample 1 offers some further suggestions to consider in solving difficult
problems.

Information Seeking

Information seeking is a continuing part of program improvement and the
problem-solving process. For example, information can be used to diagnose the
problem, especially if a false start necessitates a second look at the issues.
Alternative solutions can and should derive from the information gathered on
the problem. In making decisions, your objectives should be based on infor-
mation about educational needs. The relative effectiveness of decision alter-
natives should be evaluated in terms of available information. Even poten-
tially adverse consequences can be identified through information retrieval.

10
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SAMPLE 1

WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU CAN'T SOLVE A PROBLEM?

Here are some thoughti to consider if you're stymied in the problem-

solving process:

Try to solve some related problem.

Can you imagine a more accessible related problem?

Can you find a more general problem?

Ca'n you think of a more specific problem?

Is there an analogous or comparable problem?

Can you solve part of the problem?

Can you drop some of the requirements of your goal?

By dropping some of the requirements, how much can you yary the

solutions?

Can you derive something useful from the information at hand?

Can you think of other information appropriate for solving the

problem?

Can you change the goal, the information, Dr both if necessary so

that the new goal and new information are closer together?

SOURCE: Adapted from G. Polya, How to Solve It: A New Aspect of Mathematical

Method (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Paperback, 1971), p. xvi. Copyright 0 1964

ITTFinceton University Press; copyright 0 1957 by G. Polya. Reprinted by

permission of Princeton University Press.

11



When seeking information, it is useful to sort out not only the specific
information needed, but also the purpose for which it will be used. Such a
procedure can help you to determine the types of information required. For
example, if you were installing a particular instructional program, you might
consider taking such steps as the following:

Conducting a needs assessment among local industries

Appointing an advisory committee

Determining curriculum and equipment needs

Determining criteria fOr hiring instructors

Determining which students to enroll

Evaluating programs and instructors

O Identifying sources of funding for the program

In relation to the above decisions, you may seek the following kinds of infor-
mation for the following specific purposes:

Information about local
employers

Details about the makeup
of advisory committees

Information on curriculum
and equipment needs

Knowledge about qualifica-
tions of instructors

Information concerning
which students to enroll

O Information on techniques
of program evaluation

Facts on funding sources

To determine the need for the
program and the type of program
needed

To guarantee that committee mem-
bers are qualified to guide the
development and operation of the
program

To ensure that the program is
based on sound content and is
properly equipped

To ensure that high-quality
instruction is provided

To ensure that students have the
background and qualifications to
successfully participate in the
program

To measure the success of the
program and the instructors' abil-
ity to carry it out

To secure continued, appropriate
support for the program

All of these kinds of information are important to the establishment of a
high-quality vocational program. Additional information' may also be required
once you have assessed your information needs. At the same time, information
seeking should follow a logical sequence. For example, as shown, obtaining
information on local employers is often a crucial first step in establishing a
vocational education program.

12
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For more information on problem solving, you may wish to

read Carkhuff, The Art of Problem-Solving, pp. 10-15, and

Appendix B, Problem-Solving Principles. This is a practical

guide on personal problem solving for parents, teachers, coun-

selors, and administrators. The author provides a chart for

rating alternative solutions on the basis of personal values.

For a detailed and practical discussion of the v'arious aspects

of personal decision making, you may wish to consult Wheeler

and Janis, A Practical Guide for Making Decisions, especially

the sections on evaluating alternatives, pp. .51-74, overcoming

setbacks, pp. 113-141, and consulting expertst pp. 143-175.

The following "Case Situation" describes a problem faced by

Mr. Green, a vocational administrator. In the first part, the

outline of the problem is given. Read Part I and then trace

the problem through the problem-solving process. In Part II,

additional information is given to help you weigh alternatives

and make a decision. Read the information in each part and

then describe in writing the problem and how .you would decide

on a course of action, using th'e directions provided after each

part to guide your responses.

CASE SITUATION

Part I

Passage of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (1975) and

similar laws to provide equal educational opportunities for special popu-

lations has meant increased responsibilities for educators at all levels.

Mr. Green, the vice-president for instruction at a large vocational institu-

tion, is no exception to this situation. Increasing numbers of students in

Mr. Green's institution have been identified as special needs learners. In

addition, students who were formerly taught in special classes are now being

included in regular classrooms. Furthermore, female students, in small but

growing numbers, have been enrolling in technical programs that just a few

years ago included only male students.

Many members of Mr. Green's instructional staff have come from industry

and are not used to teaching female or handicapped students. The instructors

have been confused and suspicious in dealing with the multiple needs of spe-

cial learners and the greater burden of paperwork required for the education

of handicapped students. They are uncertain about what their responsibili-

ties are, how they should deal with students, and where they can go for help.



Morale has been low during the last year, and some of the best technical
instructors have been threatening to quit. As he begins planning for the
coming academic year, Mr. Green feels he must do something to improve this
situation.

th#14;.
Oreen's dilemma through the problem-solving eequence by completing
ng activities:

sOribi Mo. Green's fat 'Need. j

4.41000ge and"qtate Mr. Omen's probleaclearly.

fpUttirie the typeirof information that might be helpful to Air. Green
ln- olping hit', problem and the purposes for which the information
vouid be usec4
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Part II

Applying problem-solving techniques and decision-making guidelines,

Mr. Green developed the four following alternative solutions to his problem:

Establish a year-long study group to make recommendations for reorga-

nizing the instructional program to accommodate special needs popula-

tions

Hire an affirmative action coordinator and additional special educa-

tors to minimize the classroom instructors responsibilities for spe-

cial students

Develop an inservice program to improve staff sensitivity to the

needs of special populations using a resource'person, research-and-

development-based curriculum materials, audiovisuals, and instruc-

tional aids

Conduct a massive public relations campaign designed to help the

entire institution and the community better understand the needs and

the problems of special students

To evaluate his alternatives, Mr. Green developed a randomly ordered list of

objectives and concerns.

He knows that he cannot afford to delay action because some of his best

teachers are threatening to leave. He also has budgetary restrictions. He

can allocate only $2,000-$3,000 for additional instructional projects during

the coming year. And he can hire new staff only if justified by enrollment

increases or staff resignations. Furthernore, the head of Mr. Green's insti-

tution sees this dilemma as an instructi,Jnal problem and will block efforts to

involve other offices or the community at large. All public relations activi-

ties are carried out by staff in another office, which will require additional

coordination.

Mr. Green wants to involve the guidance and counseling staff as much

as possible since they have expertise in dealing with special needs and

affirmative action concerns. In addition, the instructional staff needs

helvin coping with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) for their handi-

capped students. Many have been complaining about Vle lack of instructional

resources for use with special students. There havt6been rumors that instruc-

tors in the technical areas have been discouraging female students, and a spot

check of enrollment figures shows high dropout rates among females in tradi-

tionally male program areas. Instructors' contracts place strict limits on

the amount of additional work they can be expected to do. Mr. Green's solu-

tion cannot require inst-uctors to work overtime in dealing with special stu-

dents.
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Compare your responses to Parts I and II of the "Case Situa-

tion" with the "Model Responses" given below. Your responses

need not exactly duplicate the model answers; however, you

should have covered the same major points.

MODEL RESPONSES

Part I

Identifying the Need

Mr. Green's felt need relates to two sides of the same problem. First,

he senses that many of his instructors need training and experience in teach-

ing special students in regular classrooms. Second, he recognizes that staff

morale is low because new legal requirements mean added instructional respon-

sibilities for teachers of handicapped students. He must find a means of

dealing with both sides of the issue.

Diagnosing and Stating the Problem

In his diagnosis, Mr. Green determined that both students ana instruc-

illtional staff are affected by the problem. Ultimately, of course, the entire

instructional program at Mr. Green's institution will be affected.

The conditions causing the problem are manifold. The passage of federal

and state legislation to ensure equality of educational opportunity has bur-

dened instructors and administrators with increased paperwork. More impor-

tant, greater attention in recent years to the needs of special populations

within education has changed the composition of schools, as well as the nature

of instruction. Working with handicapped students in regular classrooms and

laboratories is a new experience for Mr. Green's instructors, many of whom

come from industry. In addition, the small but increasing numbers of female

students in traditionally male programs have caused discomfort among instruc-

tors and students alike. The lack of a strong program to meet the needs of

special students and the lack of clearly identified support services for regu-

lar instructors are other factors contributing to the problem.

The goals to be reached are to develop a means to assist instructors in

dealing with special populations and the associated paperwork; to encourage

recruitment and acceptance of nontraditional students; and, most important, to

establish a comprehensive instructional response to the needs of special popu-

lations. The following is a sample definition of the problem:

The passage of recent legislation and increasing numbers of

nontraditional and special needs learners have increased the

responsibilities and lowered the morale of the instructional

17



staff. A comprehensive program is needed to sensitize staff
to the needs of special students, educate them in effective
instructional techniques, and inform them about available
support services.

Identifying Helpful Information

Many types of information would be helpful to Mr. Green in solving his
problem and deciding on a course of action. The following are some kinds of
information that Mr. Green might seek:

Information

Assessment of instructors'
needs

Enrollment statistics

Facts on legal requirements,
such as the IEP

Details concerning the
characteristics and needs
of special populations

Information on resources
for serving special popu-
lations

Information on successful
vocational programming for
special populations

Information on inservice
training and workshops for
instructors

Facts on funding sources
for programs dealing with
special populations

Purpose

To determine areas in which
instructors need assistance in
dealing with special populations

To determine the numbers and
types of special populations in
the'institution; to determine
the number of women; to deter-
mine dropout rates in specific
programs

To determine the institution's
legal responsibility to special
populations

To better understand special
populations before planning
programs to serve them

To locate soUrces of assistance
in developing a program and eas-
ing instructors' work loads

To consider the range of suc-
cessful alternatives for dealing
with special populations in voca-
tional programs

To deal with instructors' low
morale and possible bias toward
special popuTations

To locate additional support
for the program to be developed

In seeking a solution to his dilemma, Mr. Green could make use of
research-and-development-based information, expert opinion, existing curricu-
lum materials, and published reports, in addition to obtaining information
from his own institution. Suggested outside resources include curriculum

18
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guides; handbooks for vocational teachers of handicapped students; reports on

programs for special populations; research summaries on affirmative action

strategies and barriers to equal opportunity for special populations; and

information on specific types of solutions, such as inservice programs, advi-

sory committees, and so on.

Part II

In responding to Part II, you should have followed these steps:

Sorting out objectives into "musts" and "wants"

Rank ordering objectives

Evaluating alternatives against the objectives and considering their

utility

Choosing the alternative best able to achieve all the objectives,

Exploring the tentative decision for possible adverse consequences

Controlling the effects of the final decision by taking other actions

to prevent adverse consequences from becoming problems

Objectives: "Musts"

410
I. Instructors must be sensitized to needs of special students.

2. Instructors must learn about effective teaching techniques to use with

special students.

3. Instructors must learn about available support services.

4. The plan must be implemented during the coming academic year.

5. The budget must stay within $2,000-$3,000, unless a case can be made for'

additional staff.

6. Support must be obtained from the head of the institution.

7. The plan cannot require overtime on the part of instructors.

Objectives: "Wants"

1. It is preferable not to involve the public relations staff because of the

coordination required and the attitude expressed by the head of the insti-

tution.

2. The guidance and counseling staff should be involved in the solution

because of their expertise in dealing with special needs and affirmative

action concerns.

3. The solution should include some way of informing instructional staff

about Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) required for handicapped

students.
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4. The solution should involve informing instructors about resources or
should allow for the purchase of additional resources to assist in the
teaching of special students.

5. The solution should involve strategies for recruiting and keeping female
students in nontraditional programs.

Rank Ordering

Rank ordering of these objectives will depend on personal values, cir-
cumstances, and the amount of leeway in the problem situation. The "musts"

listed previously are essentially in rank order, although avoiding instructor
overtime, as a legal requirement, may be more important than obtaining the
approval of the head.of the institution, as this may be subject to negot,ia-
tion. The budget may be negotiable as well, if Mr. Green can make a strong
case for additional staff. The "wants" previously listed have been rank
ordered according to our interpretation of Mr. Green's concerns, though once
again, personal values are the determining factors.

Evaluation of Alternatives
Against Objectives

Analysis of Alternative #1: Establish a year-long study group to make recom-
mendations for reorganizing the instructional
program to accommodate special needs popula-
tions.

The first alternative is quite attractive, as it fills all of Mr. Green's
"wants" and five of seven "musts." It has the capacity for including all of
his concerns for program and content, as his initial charge to the study group
can incorporate the first three "musts," which are content related, and all
the "wants." The public relations staff would not be involved, guidance and
special needs staff can be included in the study group, and specific topics
such as IEPs and affirmative action can be placed on the agenda. Alterna-

tive #1 must be rejected, however, because it will not involve immediate
action and will require overtime on the part of study group members. Unless

these "musts" can be answered in some other manner, alternative #1 is not
viable.

Analysis of Alternative #2: Hire an affirmative action coordinator and
additional special educators to minimize the
classroom instructors' responsibilities for
special students.

The second alternative may appear to be an easy solution, but it will
not fulfill three of Mr. Green's "musts"--numbers one, two, and five. It is

attractive because it promises to improve morale by relieving instructors of
responsibilities toward special students. Improved morale, however, is not

listed among the objectives. Rather, Mr. Green assumes that morale will
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Ask improve when instruc6rs are better informed. On the other hand, hiring new

Iv staff will require him to make a speeial case, rework his budget, and spend

time cutting red tape, It is an external, "Band-Aid" solution, unlikely to

change,instructor's attitudes or improve their techniques. This alternative

.
is potektially doomed to failut*e.

Analysis of Alternative #3: Develop an Inservice program to improve staff

sensitivicy to the needs of special popula-

tions ',sing a,resource person, research-and-

develcpment-based curriculum materials, audio-

visuals, and instructional aids.

The third alternative offers tha promise of meeting all the objectives.

Assuming that inservice is a fixed-ccmpohent of the instructional program, Mr.

Green can incorporate concerns cf special populations, focus on instruc-

tors' needs, provide an immediate solution, and avoid the need for overtime or

additional staff. Instructos's can.,be,!..ensitized to needs of special students,

exposed to new teaching strategies, and:informed about support services.

Other more specific "wants" caln also be,placed on the inservice program. The

budget for such a program can "oe limited, for the most part, to the resources

available. The head of the institutjon is likely to support it because it

involves only the instfuctional program. This,is an immediate internal solu-

tion, likely to get at the root of the problem--instructors inability to work

effectively with special studerits.

Analysis of Alternative #4: Conduct a maisive public re%ations campaign

designed to hselp the entire institution and the

community better understand the needs and prob-

lems of special students.

The fourth alternative is the least likely solution of the four to meet

Mr. Green's "musts" and "wants." Such-an effort might sensitize staff to the

needs of special populations, but lacks the necessary focus on teaching tech-

niques and specific subject matter concerns. .Because it is targeted to a

broad audience, including the community, the public relations campaign might

miss the real eiudience--the.instructoss--altogether.
It does not offer direct

assistance to instructors, involves coordination wtth the public relations

staff, and is likely to be vetoed by the head of the institution. The costs

of the campaign are also likely to exceed Mr. Green's limited budget.

Choosing the Best Alternative

and Controlling Its Effects

Clearly, the third alternative is the best match with the "musts" and

"wants" identified. It is practical, immediate, and probably the easiest to

implement. If department chairpersons resisted Mr. Green's recommendation for

a special needs program during the yearly inservige activities, he might have

to argue his case. With the backing of the head of the schOol, the assistance

of the guidance staff, budgeting for additional resources, and.no overtime

required from instructors, however, Mr. Green should be able tt,o win support



for this approach. A needs assessment to determine the instructors' concerns

should also help win their support for the inservice agenda.

However, the inservice program must provide continuing training and sup-

port concerning the problem of dealing with special populations. Two days of

inservice will not significantly change teachers' attitudes or techniques. To

ensure against such adverse consequences, Mr. Green must plan for the future.

Setting aside resources, providing a "refresher" course during next year's

inservice .program, and planning for a career resource center are all attions

that can help ensure the long-term effects of this solutipn. He might also

want to involve the existing guidance and special education staff in an ongo-

ing program to keep instructors informed of the resources available to them.

Points at Which Additional
Tilormation Would Be Helpful

Information from additional resources would be useful at'several,points

in the decision-making process. Mr. Green's objectives are based on facts,

including budgetary constraints and time lines. Unless he is particularly

well informed in the area of special needs, he would require outside infor-

mation to formulate the first three "musts": sensitizing instructors to

special needs, informing them about teaching techniques, and identifying

support services. His list of "wants" is likewise well informed. Informa-

tion resources could help him select the features he wishes to include in his

ideal solution.

Information can also contribute to the weighing of alternatives. By

doing some background reading on programs for special students, Mr. Green

might discover, for example, that sensitizing instructors to the needs of

special students is the first requirement before other changes can be accom-

plished. Research on attitudinal barriers to special populations would be

very useful,in that case.

Alternative actions might be suggested or negated by outside information

from studies, project reports, and expert opinion. Although individual situa-

tions differ, Mr. Green could probably locate important information on long-

range or unexpected outcomes of his actions by consulting resources. Research

reports and other information sources can provide important data on the util-

ity of various alternatives, especially when decisions involve the content of

educational programs, as opposed to routine management concerns.

Level of Performance: Your completed responses should have covered the same

major points as the "Model Responses." If you selected an alternative other

WiTthe third one, you may need to reexamine your sorting of objectives and

weighing of alternatives. If you missed other points or have questions about

any additional or different conclusions you might have reached, review the

material in the information sheet, "Use Problem-Solving and Information-

Seeking Techniques to Help Improve Vocational Education Programs," pp. 7-12,

or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience H

OVERVIEW

. -

After cotgTeting the required reading,_identify resource's

apprOtiate;fOrtbe infOrtation oeWdeAdribed in a given
CaSe:sitUatfOn:andOritique the infokmatfOnseeking. per.,

-*OrtanCe/WAAadftion,taker ip 4 :giVencateSiudy.

You mi111 be reading_the information ''sheet, 'Information

Resources for Vocational Education,' Pp. 4-50.,

YOU,*11-4e.reading,the 1tCOe'SftuatiOk,':.0* 04 and iden,,

,tffying resourcet :appropriate for ibe infOttation-neect

described'.

YOu.,wilibe evaluating your competency in identifying'
.Approppi0e.resourceS by .comparing your completed response

with'the'"Model -RespOnse," pp. 63-54. r

You-Will be reading the "Case 6tudy," p. 55, and. critiquing

the information-seeking performance of the decfsion maket

described.

You wilj=be evaluating your competency ip critiquing the

decision maker's infortation-seeking performance by com-

paring your,coMpleted critique:with the "Wel Critique,"
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Activity The key to seeking information often is knowing where to go--

what information resources are available. For information on

what these resources are and how to use them, read the follow-

ing information sheet.

INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Knowing where to go to locate needed information can be crucial for voca-

tional administrators, especially when the time available for decision making

is short. Some situations, for example those that involve clear-cut personal

or managerial decisions, may require only knowledge of the immediately and

locally available facts. On the other hand, many educational problems and

concerns have been studied extensively, and reports of such studies, expert

opinion, and organizational assistance can be readily obtained through exist-

ing information systems and products.

To stay well informed, you should be familiar with the major information

resources in the field. You should know not only what resources exist but

where these are located and how they can be used. The means of accessing the

major information systems and networks in education have been refined and

simplified to make search and retrieval easier for educators at all levels.

In some cases, locating needed information may be a simple matter of knowing

the appropriate resource organization to call. In others, a computer-assisted

411
search of databases may be required.

Whether the problem situation and resulting information need are siMple

or complex, you can benefit from the use of a "road map" for locating and

acquiring resources. The following pages are intended as a guide to assist

you in finding and using some of the major information resources in'the field,

including the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), the Research

and Development Exchange, other state and regional dissemination networks,

information product types, and specific products available from the National

Center.

Your Own Information Resources

The first thing you will often do when you need information is to tap

your own information resources. All of us have information resources of our

own and use them frequently and profitably. Like all information resources,

these personal resources may be either materials or 'other persons.

Materials

You are very likely aware of many print or nonprint materials that may

contain information you need. As part of your professional development activ-

ities, you probably read or view these materials frequently in order to keep
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abreast of the lastest developments in your field, for example. Books, pro-

fessional journals, popular periodicals, or even radio and televi§ion pro-

grams--these and many other materials abound.

A local library is an excellent place to find such information resources.
Yop might use a library in your community, one in your own institution, or one

in a nearby educational institution. If your library skills are rusty, don't
hesitate to ask for help from one of the librarians.

Professional organizations that you belong to are another excellent

source of information. Many such organizations publish regular newsletters
or journals with information of interest to those in the field. You may read

about model programs implemented elsewhere that could meet your needs, new
research findings that might affect your administrative decisions, or new pub-
lications relevant to your own concerns.

Other Persons

Equally valuable as information resources are other persons--staff mem-

bers at your own institutior, personal acquaintances, professional contacts,
her members of organizations you belong to. A list of other persons who

might be information resources for you could go on for pages.

Faculty or other administrators at your institution, for example, might
have experienced problems or situations that are now confronting you. If so,

they would likely be willing to share that experience with you. They ma;. have 0
advice on avoiding particular problems they encountered; they may know, from
operating a particular program, what sorts of things to avoid in setting the

program up, for instance.

Professional contacts may be especially helpful. An acquaintance in your

state department of education may be aware of institutions or programs in your
state that have faced and resolved problems that you now have. Or, such a

contact might be able to identify a further contact for you--for example, a
faculty member at a nearby university with acknowledged expertise in a given

area. The same may be true of members of professional organizations you
belong to--or even of the person who sat next to you at the last conference

you attended. A quick telephone call to the right person is often the easiest

way to get information.

Information Systems and Networks

As stated previously, the best information resource is often the most

accessible one. When these sources have been exhausted, however, there
are additional sources you or your staff can tap. You need to be familiar

with these sources to ensure that any search conducted is comprehensive and
includes up-to-date resources.
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Educational Resources Information Center ERIC

Educators have ready access to one of the most comprehensive collections

of materials available in the social sciences. The Educational" Resources

Information Center (ERIC) includes a wide variety of materials; such as cur-

ricula, handbooks, speeches, and reports. Many of these materials cannot be

easily obtained from any source other than ERIC because they are unpublished

or no longer available in any other way. In a recent survey of users con-

ducted by ERIC staff, nine out of ten reported that they obtained information

that they probably would not have found otherwise. Seven out of ten users

said the information obtained from ERIC helped them professionally.

Materials included in ERIC are available n microfiche collections in 630

locations across the country. (A microfich _is a 4" x 6" sheet of microfilm

on which up to 96 pages of an original document are reproduced.) These col-

lections are updated regularly. You may visit any library with an ERIC micro-

fiche collection and read or copy documents by using a microfiche reader or

reader printer.

ERIC indexes. All items in the ERIC collection are indexed in either

Resources in Education (RIE) or Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE),

both published monthry. RIE documents are any print material (including cur-

ricula, research reports, and conference presentations) other than journal

articles. Documents in RIE are listed by ED number and indexed by subject,

author, institutional source, and publication type. Document abstracts are

printed in the resume section of every RIE issue (see sample 2, p. 29). CIJE

is an index to the articles published in more than 775 educational journals.

Articles in CIJE are listed by EJ number and indexed by subject, author, or

journal title. Abstracts also appear in the resume section.

ERIC clearinghouses. One of the best ways to locate information in a

short period of time is to contact one or more of the 16 ERIC clearinghouses.

The clearinghouses are major components of the ERIC system, and each clearing-

house covers an area of specialty within education (see sampl? 3, p. ao). The

user services coordinator in each clearinghouse is responsible for answering

information requests,Waher they involve searching the database, locating

ERIC publications on the topic, or directing the requester to a resource orga-

nization.

Using ERIC. If you so desire, you can conduct a manual search to locate

materials in ERIC by scanning Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index

to Journals in Education (CIJE). Scanning RIE and CIJE involves the following

steps:

I. Begin by checking the subject index of both RIE and CIJE for two or

three terms that best describe the topic you are searching.

2. Then, turn to the resume sections to read abstracts of candidate

documents and articles.

3. If the abstract is on target in terms of the information you are

seeking, you will want to obtain the entire document or article.
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This method of searching can be time-consuming and will not yield the

number of references that you can obtain from a computer search. However,

it will help you become faMiliar with the format of RIE and CIJE if you are

not already familiar with it. If you encounter difficulties in locating
appropriate documents or articles, you may wish to consult the Thesaurus of

ERIC Descriptors, which lists the precise terms (descriptors) used by ERIC

in indexing materials. In some cases, materials on a specific subject may

be indexed under a term that is unfamiliar. For example, in the 1980 the7

saurus the term disabilities is used in place of handicapped, as shown in

sample 4, p. 31.

For a number of reasons, you will most likely engage a search analyst
for a computer-assisted search of ERIC (and other databases as required).

Computer searching not only saves your precious time but also allows you
to draw on the expertise of an analyst familiar with the content of the

database. A more complex and well-defined search is possible via computer,
because several terms or descriptors can be combined in searching for relevant

documents. A computer search also automatically provides a bibliography or

reference list. Furthermore, the search can be limited to specific types of

documents as well as specific years. Finally, a computer search is more

comprehensive, because the computer can search for terms that appear in the

title and the abstract, as well as all assigned terms in the subject index.

Computer search facilities are located in over 500 institutions or agen-

cies nationwide. If a facility is not available in your particular geographic

area, a computer search can also be arranged by calling the ERIC Clearinghouse

that specializes in the topic of concern.

In conducting a computer-assisted search, the analyst will determine a

search strategy after discussing with you the type of information you need.

The,analyst will then identify descriptors in the thesaurus and combine them

to make the search as precise as possible. For example, in a computer search

on inservice programs dealing with special needs and sex equity, the search

analyst would combine terms dealing with special students, women, and inser-

vice education. A printout of the search would include abstracts of all docu-

ments and journal articles retrieved (if abstracts are requested), allowing

for further selection of the precise documents and journal articles needed.

Ordering documents. Once appropriate documents (ED numbers) have been

identified, they can be read on microfiche at a facility with an ERIC micro-

fiche collection or ordered in microfiche (MF) or paper copy (PC) form from

the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). All document abstracts also

contain information on where to locate the full document. For articles (EJ

numbers), the journal title, volume, issue, and page numbers are provided.

Journal reprints are also available through University Microfilms Inter,

national. Sample 5, p. 32 is an EDRS order form.

If you desire more information about searching the ERIC system or if you

wish to locate the nearest microfiche collection or search service, the ERIC

publications in sample 6, p. 33 (which are available from any clearinghouse)

should be helpful to you.
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SAMPLE 3

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES

,,-.1""1","7"77',"`
..r...r................,.......................,............

44
Bilt3leiringheuSii.on-Adults, ERIC Cledirinehouscon

'Careiti-andlocitionaliducation langUages*LinguisticS

ThelhiOtitt.,1014trilty . , 35201rospect Street, N.W.

,IthOkstptiiiil Center:'for Researth WashinetON."00''20007

--WVocetional EduCatiOn ,

Telephone: (202) 2984292

1,40'Kenny,Riad,
r

,CmlioliOH 43210 .

101ephene:- (614) 486-3655

ERIC'Cleaeinghodie on Reading
anCCeimunication Skills

.liationat,,Coimicil'of Teachers.

,ER1C:Clearinghoyse,on COunseling of -Enilish

*endlersonnel Services *1111-Kenyon Road

Magi/Lanz -I Urbanaill. 41801
'Sehodi:Of EduCation Wiiiding,, Telephone: (217) 128.9120

-ReoM-41041,

,"4.0i-Wor,-MI. 48109. ERIC:Clearinghouse en Rmeal

Teleihone:. (313) 764-9492 Education'and Small Schools
New Meiico' State University-

RIC;Clearinghouse op Educational llox:3AP

f Las,Crucei, NM -611003

-University of:Oregon Telephone: (505) 646-2623

,Eugene,:OR 97403

Nei:thong; (503) 684.5043

iRIC Clearinghouse.op Elementary
and Early Childhood-Education

-University-of Illinois
College of Education
Urbana ,11. '61801
TelephOne: (217) 333-1386

' .ERIC Clearinghouse on'hendicapped
and Gifted Children

Council for Exceptional Children

192ECAssOciation'DOve
Reston, VA 22091 .

jelephone: (703) 620-3660

ERIC,Clearinghouse on Higher

Education
George Washington University
'One, Dupont- Circle, tiuite 63Q

Washington, DC 20636
Telephone: (202) 296-2597

'ERIC-Clearinghouse on Inforsiation

RisoUrces
SyracUse University
SchOol'of:Education
Syracuse, NY 13210

Tale0hOne: (315) 423-3640

ERICClearingheuse for 4unior
,Colleges

University Of Californicat
Cos Angelis

04welllibeary, Room 96
Los:Angeles, CA .90024
Telephone: (213) 825-3931

30

* ERIC Clearinghouseler
Scienca,,Mathematics, and
Environmental Education

The Ohio'State University
1200 Chambers Road, Third

Floor
Columbus,,08. 43212
Telephone:' (614)' 422-6717

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science
Education

855 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302

Telephone: (803) 492.8434

gm Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education

American Association of Col-
leges for Teacher Education

One Dupont Circle, N.W..
Suito,616 ,

Washington, DC 20036
Telaphene: (202) 293-2450

ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests,
Measurement, and Evaluation

Educational, Testing-Service
' Princeton013 ,08541,

Telephone: -(609) 921-9000
4, Ext. 2116

ERIC Clearinghouse en Urban
Education

Box 40
(Teachers-College, Columbia
\ University
525 W. 120th Street
New York, NY 10027
Telephone: (212) 67843437



SAMPLE 4

A LISTING FROM THE TkookUlty4gF ERIC DESCRIPTORS

March 198(

RIE: 585
DISABILITIES

CIJE: 428

SM Physical, mental, or sensory impair004
that render major life-activities-more
difficult (note: use i more *6:MC
term if possible)

UF Disabled
Handicapped (1966; 4980)
Handicaps

NT Adventitious Impairments
Communication Disorders
Congenital Impairments,

Developmental'Disabilitiet
Diseases
Hearing Impainients
Injuries
Language Handicaps
Learning Disabilities
Mental Disorders
Mental RetarditiOn
Mild Disabilities
Multiple Disabilities
Perceptual Disabilities
Physical Disabilities
Sevblit Disabilities
Special Health Problems
Speech Handicaps
Visual Impairments

RT Ability
Accessibility (for Disabled)
Adapted Physical Education ,

Daily Liiiing Skills
Exceptional Persons
Health
Mainstreaming
Normalization (Handicapped)
Patients
Rehabilitation
Residential Care
Respite Care
Self Care Skills
Shelterga.Horkshops
Special Education
Therapy

NOTE: Abbreviations on the left are as follows: SN = scope pete, the definition of the

term as used in ERIC; UF w used for another term; NT harrower,term; NT .'broiderterM;

RT w related term.
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SAMPLE 5

HOW TO .ORDER ERIC DOCUMENTS

IERICI DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
P.O.11.1 INARLIHSTOs. VIRGINIA DM 1103141.1212

GMAT" it 'COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL, CORP.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
ONDM MY RD NO:ft iNoits).

le Reeturcee in Education

SPEW Ii1111411R:
Mk:roach,

Parrot C°144:1 (PC)

INCLOSE MICK OR MONET
ORDEN
Psysbki to EDRSjo U.S.
Funds 'Chock must indicate
Me U.S. transit number of your
banks stencil.

on pawl AUMONIZEO
CMIOINAL P(NICHASE OWEN

COMPLETE ANO SION SILOW
INTER UNIT PRICE

Mee Belowl
INCLUOS SHIPPING CHARGES

Ike Chwts Below),

$44w
T.

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE NMI

NWASER FICHE EACH ED S PRICE CODE Nes
IN IssIo 410 ONOSSI $$$$1 $ $3

11(41114111sessil . MF02 1 00
r (37/472 PStsH $$$$3 1 17 '
1111123401 IMMO 1004 134

Each sou**
nimmr.cstoottomal woo

PAPER COPY IPCI

/Ss

ORDER FORM

SNIP TO'

Kt TO'

NO OF .41.117.4

11:Cht!ES COUP
.0f NIT

RICE

miwingmownil"MI
11101111W. 41110111 PIM
Illir111111 hi..11
1110111110111116;..2111111=1VIAL_ki MOM1:MINf'141110.miN
INZINCNIM '4111111111111

11111r.1111M!MINNIIIII
111,4111111M
agItainaMUSHIER P4OES EACH ED PRICE CODE

116 23 , . PC01 1 112

21I la 50 . PCO2 3 32
SS to 73 4 172

7010 100 . . 1132

Els:N than*
:sews

r$:15

14
Microfiche

ONLY

4-8
Microfiche

ONLY
$.28

so

9.141V-
Microfiche

ONLY
5.41

NO. ------

TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

VA RESIDENTS ADO
414 SALES TAX

SHIPPING

TOTAL

I N INC{ SHIPPING CHAR GE S

POSTAGE FOR
15-18

Microfiche
'ONLY

$.54

19.21
Micf ofictte

ONLY
$ 80

U.P.& CHARGES FOR

22.27
Microfiche

'ONLY
$ 93 f

28.32
Mictofiche

ONLY
$1,06

11b.
3345 MF

or 1-75 PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$1.14

21b1.
76-150

MF Of PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$1.45

3lbs.
151.225

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$1.76

4 tbs
226400

.MF or PC
PAGES

Nol lo Exceed
$2.08

5 lbs.
301-375.

MF or PC
PAGES

Not lu Exceed
$2.39

6 lbs.
378450
MF or PC
PAGES

Not lo Exceed
$2 70

7 lbs
451-525

MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Excotd
*3.02

810 20 lbs
526.1500
MF or PC
PAGES

Not to Exceed
$3 3347.03

oT4 Otdors sae 33 01 owe rociefichs *AS s11 omits lot Saw wain Mc) wo b snomo was Us444 km44'44,44 sews**MVSINCMCI

AMOS Jor ill.

COPIES OF THIS FORM MAY BE OBTAINED FROM EOM,
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SAMPLE 6

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM ERIC

1. How to Use ERIC. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979.
(Free)

This brief brochure includes sections describing the ERIC system, the ERIC
reference tools, how to use the reference tools, how to obtain documents
from ERIC, and how to order ERIC products.

2. Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Processing
and Reference Facility, 1978. (Free)

This directory lists the location, telephone niumber, contact person, col-
lection status (whether complete or partial), equipment, services, and
access hours fos..the more than 630 ERIC microfiche collections.

3. Directory of ERIC Search Services. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Processing and

e erence Facility. 1978.

This directory lists more than 500 locations where computer-assisted ERIC
search services are available. Each listing includes the address of the
facility, the population served, the files available, the method and for-
mat used for the search, the search output (whether abstracts, citations,
or accession numbers), cost per search, turn-around time, and search sys-
tem used.

4. How to Start an ERIC Collection. Washington, DC: The National Institute
of EdUcation, 1979. (Free)

This booklet outlines reasons for starting an ERIC collection, how to
start a collection, and the features that should be included in a collec-
tion.
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Research and Development ExchiamejElxi

If you need help in locating organizations, individuals, or materials on

a regional or state basis, you may wish to contact a state linker .or regional

xechange in the Research and Development Exchange (RD7T: RDx is a nationwide

networK of regional exchanges organized to assist state and local school

improvement efforts (see sample 7, p. 37). These exchanges are linked to

state departments of education and intermediate and local education agencies

in 43 states. The network operates when you call upon linkers (resource per-

sons) in state departments of &fixation for information. The linker refers

the question to the regional exchange, which responds to the request. In

some cases, you will go directly to the exchange with your information need.

Regional exchanges are located at educational laboratories in West Virginia,

Missouri, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, and California.

In addition to the regional exchanges, there are four central service

agencies, each with different tasks in gathering and sharing information. The

3-67577-5i.ncies include: (1) CEMREL, Inc., St. Louis, MO, which operates the

Research and DeveloRment Interpretation Service; (2) The National Center for

Research in Vocational Education, Columbus, OH, which operates the Resource

and Referral Service; (3) Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and

Development, San Francisco, CA, which operates the System Support Service;

and (4) Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, OR, which oper-

ates the Dissemination Support Service. As a vocational administrator, you

are most likely to use the Resource and Referral Service (RRS).

Resource and Referral Service (RRS). The Resource and Referral Ser-

vice is the main request-answering service of the Research and Development

Exchange. Each year, RRS staff members answer information requests on hun-

dreds of topics from regional exchanges or individuals. Staff refer those

making the request to organizations, projects, meetings, publications, and

individuals specializing in the topic or issue of concern.

When RRS staff receive a request, they search files on previous requests

and resource organizations to locate the best sources of information on the

topic. They contact organizations directly to obtain more specific infor-

mation and locate contact people or schools doing work in the topic area.

Finally, staff will put the individual making the request in touch with those

individuals, schools, or organizations active in the area of concern. Each

response is individualized, taking into consideration geographic, time, or

other constraints. Information requests have covered such diverse topics as

curriculum for operating forklifts, state substance abuse legislation, evalua-

tion of information centers, and legal precedents on school reorganization and

desegregation.

RRS also prepares several types of reference materials. One is a mini-

list--a brochure on a single topic of recent educational interest (see sam-

7-e-8, p. 38). The mini-list also identifies organizations that specialize

in the topic area. Mini-lists are currently available on 32 topics (see sam-

ple 9, p. 39). RRS has also developed reference publications that you can

use in locating resources and organizations without going through your state

34
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410 department of education or regional exchange. These publications are as fol-

lows:

Databases and Clearinghouses: Information Resources for Education
(1979?--This is a catalog of one-page summaries of 54 databases and 30
clearinghouses covering many areas of education. You'might find this

publication useful in locating databases or clearinghouses that cover a
particular area of concern in vocational education (e.g., energi and
environmental education, language,_ women 's equity, adult, and community .

education). For databases, information is provided on means of search-
ing, types of dociigen171-Ficluded in the collection, iiians of retriev-

ing information, and informatiop contacts orvendors (organizations .

offering the database). For clearinghouses, information,on major func-

tions, services, publications, and principal clients and informaticm,
contacts is given. It can be ordb'red from National Center Publicationt

(IN 167). 'It is also available through ERIC (ED 184 534).

Meetings Exchange--A quarterly publication, Meetings Exchange, lists,
in chronological order, meetings and conferences sponsored by educa-

tional organizations. It is distributed by RRS on a limited basi§, but
if you desire information on the timp and location of a national meet!.
ing or conference, you can write or ?all RRS st.lif directly and receive

the information you need.

Human Resource birectories and Files in Education (1979)--This iS'a
listing of files on individuals wit.D expertise.ib specific areas of

education. Fifteen directories of7Specialists are provided, including
the Directory of Organizations and Personnel in Educational Mahagement,
the Training Resources Consultant Directory and Buyek'',s Guide, and the

1978-79 Directory of Resources for the Educatipn,of Aalts. If you

need the advice or assistance of consultants, experts, Or specialists
in certain areas of education and training, you can consult this guide,
locate the appropriate directory, and write directly to that address in

order to obtain the directory itself. Human Resource Directories and

Files in Education can be obtained through ERIC (ED 179 209).

O Private Organizations and Associations: Information Resources for

ucation 1978 --This pui icatidh was eveloped by the onsortium of

Associations for Educational Dissemination, Arlingtori, VA, and is

available through ERIC (ED 162 632). It lists educational associa-

tions, professional membership organizations, educational laboratories
and centers, advocacy groups, education-related organizations, Multi-

media organizations, and foundations. An abstract on each orga ization

identifies location, subject area, objectives, membePship, sourc s of
funding, and organizational structure. The index identifies orga iza-

tions by (1) subject area or special focus and (2) educational lev 1 or

target audience. The quick reference to activities provdes a glosry
of organizations and a checklist of their specific activities and ser-,

vices. You can use this guide to locate organizations or educational
laboratories doing work in a specific area, of vocational education for

a specific educational level or target group.
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Dissemination Networks: Information Resources for Education
(19781Developed by the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, this document describes networks in specific areas

of education. It includes the following information on each network

listed: major functions, network members, target audience, descrip-

tion, available information, contractors, and date established. A con-

tact person is listed for each network. Many times, you can contact

the nearest representative of a network specializing in your topic of
concern and be directed to appropriate materials, organizations, or
experts. In fact, many of the networks mentioned in this information
sheetincluding ERIC, RRS, the National Network for Curriculum Coordi-
nation in Vocational and Technical Education (NNCCVTE), and the state
vocational education Research Coordinating Units (RCUs)--are listed in

this publication. It can be ordered from Educational Resource Center,

855 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302. It is also available through ERIC

(ED 162 633).

Using R0x and RRS. Attempt to explain your information need clearly in

sharin9 it with a state or regional linker in the exchange. You can share

your information need with a contact person in the state department of edu-

cation if you are in one of the 43 RDx member states or with a contact in

the nearest regional exchange. Ideally, your institution's library should

have all of the publications mentioned here. In that case, you can identify

appropriate databases, clearinghouses, organizations, and experts directly.

(For an example of the resources that can be located for a particular topic
through these documents, see sample 10, pp. 40-41.) If you cannot reach a

state or regional representative of the exchange or if your information need

is unusual, you can contact the RRS staff directly by calling (614) 486-3655

or (80)) 848-4815 (toll free).
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SAMPLE 7

AstEARCH.040avELQSA04T,ExcliAN4tRIN
,

04-toy, Ind:i4AE.4App01-00%ca0001'.
440,

theilet#10;:WIf.:;
Te10060;. 004/-4:44.!

CEMA4.2.
3I29,19h #reec
Ste Louis-1 14Q, f3119*,
Telep*mei 7:131-2999

.

Mid- 0cóntinen0910nal Ed.46itidna
4709 tell View Avenue
Kanso CAty,:1110 61112,

Telephone: (46) 756=2401

a oratury (MOE1:

Northwest ,RégIgnal E0cational libdeatOry (Nisiqu)

710 S. W. Second Avenue.
Portland, OR 97204:
Telephone: (503) 248-6860

Research 'for setter SchOls, Inc. OBS)
444 North -Thiesi Steeet

Philadelphia-, PA 19123'

Telephone.: (215) 574-9300'

Southwest Educational Oevelppment laboratory fSE04 ,

211 East Saventh.Street
Austin$ TX 18701

Telephone: (514 4704861

Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL)
4665 Lampson Amenue
Los Alamitos,-CA 90720 '
Telephone: (213) 598-7661, Ext. 367
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SAMPLE 8

MINI-LIST

RP'S MRISUST

Resources
far

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALIZED
EDUCATION PROGRAMS OEN
FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR
THE HANDICAPPED IMO
400 Maryland Avenue; SM.
MA Ivan, D.C. 20202
Telephone: (202) 2464664
Contact: Jana Hoyt

Office of Public Affairs
Infronstlan SOacialist for

Handlceoced NucatIon

TPA Sam et Education foe thi Neva-
sopped MEM within the U.S. OM** of &lin
ortion (USOE) provides lorderthlei to the field
end funds MOOKINOS WOIOCif. MOH of vAlch
on dear kis* &own the dewioloment of
Indite/behead heatatIon Programs under the
Education of Alt Revamped Citildren.Act
(Public tow 94142). A math* decatim

leyserien'e language a brief history of BEN
and the major prover», efierwl by ma
sbn will les ereWlabie hi Fail 1111711. Contact
here Piclyt so obtain e fres eoPY.

TM WOE burner, Amoeba, Education.
NW leered a twovert eeties of ardclec p J.
viduellnd education westerns ln October
and November 1977. Articles phoned for
Fait 1971 will reek/ran tit* chipping attitudes
and olustments beim mob in reeporve to the
knplementatIon of melnereemine propene; wed
wacticse, Slab heat of the Journal an be
ordered et a cost a $1.10 from the SawInten
dent of Oocenents. U.S. Doyenne** Printing
Office, Vieth beton. D.C. 20402.

Senna me(a SE14 prorsm efforts to suP.
Poet tho dealawnent of Was and other re-
quirements of P.L. 94142 we described on dii
Jolla*/ am wed*

RESOURCE & REFERRAL SERVICE

Monitote Aefpwwe Thee OVA, deeeripave males af
RON eiernatin angelic% is updeted ennwegy. TM Imo
edition an be purchased for KS frem:

For Won Liberality* Edvestiome
Pusan* end Dreslopment
INS Folsom Street
San Francisco, Canfonla 04103
Telephone: 14111) 144-3078
Contact: Dane McIntyre

, A liet of NON awes Fecilltaler prefects Ii **WM in the settatig.
Of Intbeeted individusk may obealn this Irifeemertion directly
from thole Stria Deportment of Eduestion.

RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS, INC.
1700 Market St-em
Philadelphia, Penntylvenie. 19103
Telephone:(215) 6614100, Ext. 371
Contact: Joanne B. Stoke

Director of Specie; Education

38

A earn from the lamb of Ethaestioeffer the Nengicegivd
Provided funds fag the *wad Eduallen DMdon-of RIM to
*nap Cletifics&so of P.L. #4.142 r boy deerseatMk*,
(sine!, copies $2.00, 10 ache S27.00,10 osalw$121.01); ne
charts foe poesy and handlktv &ratan unbar 1X.00 ream iv
Prenb).

Intended ter MOW clostoorkstsdrars. the EAR Ofttelfd
frIfOO f011of ',aloft: en swim* ion ea the putpore end
molter provisions of Public Law 94142:(2) gnaw* saithere
Irv* frequently PA ab*ut the low end ~an ij %Megan;
tons: and 131 ectMtles to help teachers pawn thenvelvee and
their students for Implememing the rem One appendix meow
In lay ternv the highlights pf the Feciesei regulations, end another
Provide* an snouted bibliography specially papered for
dmercom archers. Ths *Ada MK field tested with esechers iso
both *seminary and wcondary schools. A free brochwe is
avellable upon request.

Othee 1110,OffOf CO thIssePic bey be obteired
by contactIn. FIRS et the National Cotner for
Reward' kr Vocational &bath*. Telephone:
11141 4804655

The Possum & Referral Serria Is pen of the
Research & Doseloprant Ex011Ifee which la
sponsored by the National Institute ef
&Nestle% Wathington, D.C. 2020B.

Tit NATIONAL cunl
ION 'BUM II VOCATIONAL MTNlitzavaranas

10.3 MIPS



SAMPLE 9

c

RRS. MI1H4STS.

1. -)1004rcq
,2. gOsOurdé$

3.-4004rcft$
4. *idurcet
54 getOurOS:
6^: Resbureei
7. ResburceS-

8. _ReSources'

9. Aesources:

10. esourges
,Handicappe

RetourCes
12. kesotirceS

13. Resources

14: Resources,

15. Resources
16. Resources,

17. Resources
18. RésOurcds,

19. Resources

20. Resources
21. Resources

22. Resources
23. Resources
24. 'Resources

25. Resources
26. Resources
27. Resources
28. Resources

29. Resources

30. Resources

31. Resources
32. Resources

for,':Competency 'Based ,High:$thool Graduation Requirements

lOr',EValuating'TeaC:her PerforMante

fot Schobl:Energy-Needs.
for 'AsSestihg Stiident.Comlietencio
for'IMprcivih4the,'Reading,Abilityof tOults

forlOtrit:10catiOn,
Iprtfti*On.InvcilvementWEducation
forldudatinvdtfted and 'Talented Students
for,K-1:2 Instructional-Materials pa WoMen's Educational Equity

foraevaloping:Ihdividualtzed-Education Programs IIEPs) for

0.Studahts
fi0.flOrfAlal-Ipform0.10n for School .0iStricts

for-Bilingual -EdUcation
for Reducing and Preventing School Violence and'Vandalism

for Full Uttltzation of School Facilities
for Functional Oteracy
to Access Innovative:Educational Programs
for PreVenting,Xhild Abuse and Neglect

forParent Education
for Competency-Based Adult Oucation
for Nutritioh Education
for Helpingthe Handicapped Gain Access to Educational Programs

for School Discipline
for Teachers' 'Centers

for School besegregation
for Nondiscriminatory Testing and Measurement

for Consumer Educatim
for Television in Education
for Assessing Oeal and Written Communication Skills

for Developing Oral and Written Communication Programs

for Microcomputers in Education

for Rural Education
for Stress Management
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SAMPLE 10

RESOURCES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
EXCHANGE ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND/OR

SPECIAL, POPULATIONS
AMNIA

Private Organizations and Associations

Americah Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)

Suite 410
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

(202) 293-7050

This association promotes the interest of,community-based iiigher educa-
tional institutions on the national 'level and acts as,a liaison between'

the federal government and these institutions. It conducts research and
development projects on instructional materials and information to.assist
members in improtring community and junior college education. Its dissem-

ination activities include the Community and Junior College Journal and an
annual directory of community, junior, and technical colleges.

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)-
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

(703) 620-3660

The Council promotes the advancement of all exceptional children and youth,
both handicapped and gifted, in the U.S. and Canada. Its work includes an

extensive publications program; policy research and implementation pro-
grams; conferences, conventions, and seminars; and technical assistance and

information services. Dissemination activities include publication of two

journals, Exceptional Children and Teaching Exceptional Children; a news-
paper; resource library; training institutes; and an annual international

convention.

National Association of State Directors of Special

Education (NASDSE)
1201 16th St., N.W., Suite 610E,
Washington, DC 20036

(202) 833-4193

This association promotes leadership for the development Of educational

services and facilities for exceptional children, youth, and adults. It

conducts studies and offers courses of action on problems and issues and
provides inservice training/technical assistance ior state education agen-

cies. In addition, it acts as a liaison with education agencies working

with and for exceptional children. Its dissemination activities include
publications, audiovisual presentations, and training conferences and work-

shops offered as needed.

National Vocational Guidance Association (NVGA)
Two Skyline Place, Suite 400
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA 22041

(202) 483-4633 #

This association promotes vocational guidance and career planning;
increased recognition and status for the profession of counseling; and
improved skills, systems, and standards of service in counseling. Dis-
semination activities include publication of The Vocational Guidance

Quarterly and the NVGA Newsletter.

40
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American Vocational Association (AVA)

2020 N. 14th St.
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 522-6121

This association is involved in a wide variety of activities related to the

improvement of vocational education. Typical activities include organizing

conferences and seeInars to help'Members develep professionallY; presenting

the views of the membership to Congress and federal agencies; -and conduct-

ing research projects and disseminating findings. Disiemination activities

%include publication of .41 monthly journal, VocEd; a newsletter, grille; an

annual convention; and leadershif; trainingiTIEFIShops.

:Databases

A database is Nny file of information of interest to educators that Can-be

accessed by computer.

CEC (Exceptional Child Education,Resources)

This is a comprehensive computerized database covering documents on the

41 education of handicapped and gifted children. It also inclUdes.docu-

ments on other aspects of handicapped/gifted populations when Oplicable

as, for example, those on bilingual populations, the culturally,different,

or adults. The types of documents included in this database are 'boas,

literatUre, guides, journal articles, manuals, newsletters, conference/

research reports, and nonprint media.

SSCI (Social Sctsearch)

This statabase covers every area of the social and behavioral sciences:

anthropology, archaeology, area studies, business, finance, communications,

health, criminology, demography, economics, education, ethnic groups, geog-

raphy, history, information, international relations, law, linguistics,

management, marketing, philosophy, political science, psychology, psychi-

atry, sociology, statistics, and urban development. More than 1,500 jour.,

nals are the source documents for this database.

Clearinghouses

A clearinghouse is any organization or project that_acquires and shares informa-

tion resources on specialized topics.

Clearinghouse,on the Handicapped

Office for Handicapped Individuals
Department of Education
330 C Street, S.W.
Washington, DC

(202) 245-1961

The major function of this clearinghouse is to improve information services

for alUhandicapped individuals, those serving the handicapped, and inter-

ested members of the public. It refers inquiries to appropriate informa-

tion sources.
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Other Dissemination Networks
111

National Network for Curriculum Coordination in Vocational and Technical

,This network, funded by the U.S. Department of Educa-

tion, consists of six regional curriculum coordinatior centers with liaison

representatives in each state and territory. The major function of the net-

work is to provide information, instructional materials, ihservice training,

and technical assis,tance to help states improve their curriculum development

and management practices in vocational and technical education. The centers

emphasize the adaptation or adoption of federal, state, or locally developed

materials to conserve resdurces and improve states' capabilities in curriculum

development. The six regional centers and the states they serve are shown in

sample 11.
//

Research Coordinating Units (RCUs). RCUs are located in every state and

are designed to assist the state director of vocational education in carrying

out that part of the vocational education legislation dealing with improvement

of programs. They do this through support of research programs, exemplary and

innovative programs, curriculum development programs, and dissemination of

information on these programs. The RCUs use vocational education program

improvement funding, either directly or by contract, for projects relating

to (1) applied research and development in vocational education; (2) experi-

mental, developmental, or pilot programs to test the effectiveness of research

findings; (3) improved curricular materials for existing programs and new cur-

ricula; and (4) the development or installation of exemplary and innqvative

programs. Dissemination of the results of funded projects is a major respon-

sibility of the RCUs. You may contact your RCU through your state department 40

of education.

National Diffusion Network (NON). Funded by the National Institute of

Education as part of its Research and Development Utilization program,.NDN

encourages the use of innovations in solving educational problems. NDN

gathers information about innovations--projects, products, and materials--

for review by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP). The JDRP review

ensures that innovations disseminated by NDN are of high quality. Innova-

tions approved by JORp and disseminated by NDN are described in the catalog

Educational Programs That Work (1981).
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SAMPLE 11

NNCCVTE REGIONAL CENTERS

Northeast/Curriculum Coordination Center

States and territories served: Virgin Islands,.Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont, New Jersey,

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New HampshireOlay York

Bureau of'Occupational and Career Research Development

Division of Vocational Education

,' 225 West State.Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
(409) 292-6562

Southeastern Curriculum Coordination Center

States served: Tennessee, Mississippi, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Kentucky, South Carolina,

Alabama

Mississippi State University
Research and Curriculum Unit
Drawer DX
MiSsissippi State, NS 39762

(601) 325-2510

list Central Network Illinois Vocational Curriculum Center

States served: Illinois, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Indiana, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland,(

Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, District of Columbia

Ettom
Sing4MOn State University
Springfield, IL 62708

(217) 786-6600

Midwest Curriculum Coordination Center

States served: Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, MissoLçi. Nebraska, New Mexico, Iowa, Lbuisiana

State Department of Vocational and Tochn.cal Education

1515 West 6th Avenue ,

Stillwater, OK 74074

(405) 377-2000, ext. 261

NOrthwest Curriculum Coordination Center

States served: Washington, Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Oregon, Utah,

Wyoming

Commission for Vocational Education
Building 17, Airdustrial Park

MS LS--10
" Olympia, WA 98504

(206) 753-0879

Western Curriculum Coordination Center

States and territories served: California, Arizona, Hawaii, Nevada, American Samoa, Guam, Trust

Territory of Pacific Islands

University of Hawaii
College of Education
1776 University Avenue
Mist 216
Honolulu, HI 96822

(808) 948-7834
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Information Products

Vocational administrators should feel encouraged that their information

needs are receiving greater attention. Materials can be obtained through

ERIC and such organizations as the American Vocational Association and the

American Association of Community 3nd Junior Colleges. The National Center

for Research in Vocational Education regularly develops resources for voca-

tional administrators, specifically those being produced under the sponsorship

of several states that financially support the Consortium.for the Development

of Professional Materials for Vocational Education.

Three additional reference materials from the National Cp.nter's Clearing-

house may also be useful to you if you are seeking information on products and

funded projects in vocational education. Resources in Vocational Education

(RIVE), a bimonthly index, lists all docuMeTfT-EaTiiiiiii-17--ReiZTF5TITra-

cation (RIE) that pertain to vocational education, as well as all vocational

TEaTion projects in progress. RIVE can be obtained from the National Center

by subscription. Projects in Progress: A Re ort for the Coordinating Commit-

tee on Research in Vocational Education is a compi ation of resumes on ongoing

proiects in career education, vocational education, and education and work for

each fiscal year. The contracts and grant awards reported in this document

are administered by the Department of Education's Division of Research and

Demonstration and Office of Career Education, the National Institute of Educa-

tion, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Edu,Ation, and other fed-

eral agencies. Annual reports are available from the National Center; reports

are also submitted for inclusion in ERIC as they are completed. Current Proj-

ects in Vocational Education: State-Administered Projects is a compilation

of resumes of research, exemplary and innovative, and curriculum development 411

projects administered by state departments of education through Research Coor:-

dinating Units (RCUs) each fiscal year. It is also available through ERIC.

The following are categories of information product types, with examples

of publications from the National Center. The items in sample 12 are also

from the National Center. The publications in sample 12, which focus on serv-

ing special needs populations, are just a few of,.the many products developed

by the National Center in this area. They cover a range from research review

and synthesis papers to handbooks and practical guides for use in the voca-,

tional guidance or instruction of students with special needs.

Original Research Reports

Original research reports usually present the theoretical base, method-

ology, findings, conclusions, and recommendations of a study, analysis, or

evaluation conducted to provide answers to research questions. Researchers

are the primary audience for such reports, although administrators doing

extensive work in a problem area might refer to the findings and conclusions

of such a report.
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SAMPLE 12

PUpLICATiONS ON SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS
AVAILABLE FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER'

RD 174 "It Itn't Eas Bain cial=-1. Like Youllhen,-1 Know.-You:

.

jcappe. u en s y nn% ran ,

Rp 175, 4It Isn't Eas dein '1dr-4:et's Work lo ether: Intervention str4tALtiot
learners* w

RD 176 !It Ish't Eas larc.4At.4 Pth:t t$_W_1aj_,P_g§p14_Cp_t_Wjj*a

RD 177
WItliet'Easylleint,SPeciallieri,Are Pro rams That Work: :St1ecied4Ocat1onal

./222rams andlracticesior learnsrs withSpecialeeds1974;

RO 178, .41.14'14,131kilkingalesOurcei: glencies antktin112q*J19Liva,'

CA esearnerv,'

RD 184 *It Isn't. PO/ Bela S S ecial'NeedS Learners: kneiource

lkinfirliFV-oca one uca on eac ers y len e an s on, ancy,. u$ , e a

BB 50 "It.Isn't Eas Ben. S.ecial"-'4esources: Materials for S ectal NeekLearners,

a'compre ens ve ograp

IN 145 Guidance Needs-of Special Populations by Thelma C. Lennon, 1979 (inc4des4ef1nt,,

tions and characteristics of these populations)

SN 25 Taking on Tomorrow by Ked White, 1980 (ideas.and experiences on mainstreaming

programs for handicapped students in postSecondary schoOli)

IN 205 Individualized Education Programs.(IEPs): A Filmstrip/Audiotape for Vocational

Educators, 1480
,

IN 188 Individualized Education Pro rams IEPs : A Handbook for Vocational ElducatOrs by

en e ps an aur a or 9
1

1

IN 144 Development of Individualized Education Pro raMs IEPs for theHandicapped in

oca
onaTIataaon-0-67TorTMa.cruTrIey and Donna 14, Seay,

SN 24 Worklng on Working by the Office of Radio and Television for Learningj, wcpH Educa-

IITA-Tbundation,-1979 (attitudes, insights, and practical solutionS of irocational

educators working with handicapped students)

IN 143 Least Restrictive Alternative
for Handicamed_aultti by Lloyd W. Tindall and

IN 134 Career and Vocational Develo. ent of Handica..edtearners: An Annotaied

rap y y o er I. : aeman

IN 135 The Career and Vocational Develo ent of Handica ed Learners by Donn E. Brolin

an ver . oe,o s

SN 21 Another Step'Forward by the University of Florida, 1978 (set of fiveldocuments on

successfulty integrating mentally and physically handicapped studentS into class-

rooms)

BB 43 Vocational Education for S

r c es an

actal Needs Po ulations: An Annotated Biblio ra h o

eports comp*: e. oe . .ag sos an a een ez ers

IN 119 Vocational Education for the Handica ed: A Review by Marc E. Hull 1977
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EXAMPLE: The Identification and National Verification of Competencies Impor-

tant to Secondar and Post-Secondary_Liministrators of Vocational

E ucat on-- na Repprt: Part f 101-0-p-,-, 1977.

This document explains the research and analysis procedures used to

identify and nationally verify the competencies important to local

administrators of vocational education. A list of the 166 verified

competencies is provided.

Research Review and Syntheses

The development of a research review and synthesis paper begins with a

review of all the literature representing the "state of the art" on a selected

topic. Once reviewed, that literature is examined in a new way to identify a

pattern, concept, or structure not previously evident. The review and syn-

thesis paper "makes sense" of the literature on a topic, providing new infor-

mation by synthesizing what exists. Most review and synthesis papers are

intended for scholars, researchers, and other specialists, although vocational

administrators and teachers may use them for a comprehensive understanding of

a topic.

EXAMPLE: Transferability of Vocational Skills: Review of Literature and

Research, 51 pp., 1976.

This paper reviews the topic of transferability of occupational

skills and describes the process and facilitators of skill transfer.

Interpretations of Research

Interpretations are analyses of research reports for a nonresearch audi-

ence. Such products clarify or explain the meaning of research findings.

Typical audiences include decision makers, teachers, and persons without a

specialized background in a topic.

EXAMPLE: Views on Community and Junior College Education, 13 pp., 1975.

This publication includes a discussion of historical and future

developments in community colleges, the role of the American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, considerations for

community colleges in becoming community-based, and the role of

community colleges in a changing society.

Applications of Research

Applications put research findings to practical use in handbooks, guides,

curricular materials, audiovisuals, and how-to products for decision makers,

administrators, or classroom teachers. The terms development and research and

development usually refer to the production of such materials.
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EXAMPLE: The Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for the

Pre aration of Local Administrators of Vocational Education--Final

eport: Part II, 103 pp., 1977.

This document describes the curriculum development and field-

testing procedures used by National Center staff to develop, field

test, and revise competency-based vocational education administrator

modules. The field-testing guidelines, instruments, and findings

are included.

Summaries, Abstracts, Annotations, and Bibliographies

These are summaries that are designed as fact sheets or reference sources

for any audience, including both researchers and practitioners. Such informa-

tion products usually provide only enough information to allow individuals to

decide whether additional information or the full text of a document should be

consulted. Executive summaries, however, give busy decision makers a quick

overview of the central concepts in an important topic or report, without

requiring additional reading.

EXAMPLES: The National Center publishes briefs summarizing the important

issues covered in review and sTfFii-is papers from the previous

year.

Resources in Vocational Education (RIVE), Projects in Progress: A

Report for the Coordinating Committee on Research in Vocational

rdiiciFic7r,andentProjects in Vocational Education: State-

Achinistered Projects are al examples of summaries, abstracts, or

annotatians.

Summary

At this point, you should be well aware that there are many different

types of information resoo'rces available and many different information

sources or agencies from A-TEE information about vocational education can

Td-Ootained. Depending on your particular need for information, you will have

to determine which agencies are most likely to be able to supply the desired

information.

To help summarize the agencies most likely to be of help to vocational

administrators, sample 13 presents information resources in education orga-

nized around the four agencies that are the major suppliers of information to

vocational educators. While you should not restrict your search for relevant

information to these organizations, you should probably contact one or more of

these agencies during most information searches in vocational education. This

chart also lists ways in which the information can be obtained and the format

of the information supplied by the various agencies.

To help those who would like to approach the search for information by

means of the specific type of information needed, sample 14 contains a list of

information resources in education organized by the types of information com-

emonly needed.
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SAMPLE 13

INFORMATION.RESOURCES IN EDUCATION

WHERE YOU 00
(Resource)

(organized by major information sources)

IF YOU NEED
(Types of Information)

WHAT Y0'0 00
(Access)

WHAT YOU GET
(Format of Output)

ERIC

your library or resource research facts, findings conduct a manual search abstracts or bibliographic

center of RIE and/or CIJE references for a few

management and budgeting S documents or articles

monthly catalogs of tools conduct a computer-

abstracted documents assisted search ccmputer printout, allowing

(RIE, CIJE) project results
contact an ERIC

selection.of print or
microfiche copies of actual

computer search facility educational programs clearinghouse documents, ordered from
ERIC Recusant Reproduction

microfiche collection

clearinghouse user
services conrdinator

curriculum

classroom techniques

evaluation tools, reports

papers, presentations

c Service (tORS),

print or microfiche copiks
of-documents obtained
directly from a search
facility or microfiche
collection

professional development
materials

information analysis and
other products supplied
by a Clearinghouse

journal articles

RADEXCHANGE

one of the source docu-
ments available on orga-
nizations, consultants,
meetings, databases, and

time and location of
meetings, conferences

databases and clearing-

obtain the source docu-
ment and look up organi-
zations, etc.

referrals to organize,
Lions, networks, meetings,
individuals, databases,
clearinghouses

clearinghouses houses, in addition to call your state repre-

ERIC sentative or Regional mini-lists of resources

Regional Exchange
organizations specializing

Exchange for assistance in certain
areas of education

state representative in a topic area call Resource and

(linker) to Regional Referral Service

Exchange experts or consultant
specialists

,

directly to the Resource
and Referral Service

t

school sites with ongoing
propos

,

information on new or
unusual topics in edu-
cation

,

brief overviews or sum-
maries on popular topics
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WHE.fiE YOU GO
(Resew*

IF YOU HEED
(Types se :Mentalism)

WHAT YOU DO
(Access)

WHAT YOU GET .
(Formai oi Outing

.

UATIOHAL MITER

.

1

ft

/

information on Vocational
education projects in
progress

....._,......
.

*

original research
-reports in %Ica-
Mortal education

,

research review and.
syntheses,

. interpretations of
research -

applicationsof 4;
research,

turveariei, abstraits,
annotatiens, hibli-
ographies

curriculum
.

,.

can or write Program,
Information Office,
(800) 848-4815
(614) 485-3655,

4or
.-consultitesourtes in

VocationirTdraTibrs

.

. pewalitters,,mass mailings,
project/prograi tirechures

desCriptiOne-Of projects
im:vocatiabil" edUcation

i print oe-nonprint materiLls

.

-

ccohiult,Projectiln
P ress': . A Report -for

4, rdinatinp Commit- .

. tee on.lesearch-in,loca. .

TTia uTtreit el-77-7raava -
able-In ENIC)-

lir -

.4.consifit Current Projects
i n .Vocati ona17-,Educati on :.

, '3Fite-Arnisfered ,^
irRolir t s ,-,(ay a i 1 abl e 'in

. - of
call, or. write 'Pub') lOa-
pons-Office
(800)=848-4815
(614) 485r3655

.

'

14i4COVTE
(National Network for
Currigulum Coordination
in Vocational and Tech:,
nical Education)

.
. .

curricultra materials in
vocational editcation

inservice training

technical-assistance in
curriculue development

.

contact nearest Currlc-
ulum:Coordination Center
(CCC) or state liaison
representative to the
MOTE

.turricUlum

workOops

technical' -assistance ,

training ft
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SAMPLE 14

INFORillATION RESOURCES:IN EDUCATION

4; (organized 'by types of information.desired)

WHAT you KM
(Typi, of Irdarrniilon) ,

wt!ERE,ydy 00
(RosOurcs)

Curriculum materials

Classroom techniques

sd.

ERIC

liational,NetWork for CUrriiiIUM=Coordidation

tn Vocational and Technicil'gdikation.ONCCVTE)

Mati414,Kenter for RiSearchAn4ocational
Education'

Professional development tools

management and budgeting tools

Evaluation tools, reports

ERIC

filationai,Center'fórAesearch=in Vocational
Education (Products Cetalogior RisoUrces in
Vocational Educatiah)

Research repoitS

Project results

Information on projects in progress in

vocational education

Review and syntheses of research

National Center for Research4n-Vocetionil
Education (Resources in-VOcational'Educatiow
or Program Information Office)

ERIC

Inservice training

Technical issistance in curriculum development

National Network for Curriculum Coordina-
tion in VocatiOnal and Technical'Education
(NMCCVTE)

National Center for Research in Vocational
Education (Program Informatiort Office).

National meetings in educational topic areas

Up.to -date informaiion on new or unusuAl

topics in education

Experts or consultant specialists or
organizations proyiding technical assistance

Research and Development (R&D) Exchange
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The following "Case Situation" describes a task faced by

Ms. Marlow,, a special education coordinator, who must orga-
nize an intervice program for instructors in her institution.
Read the "Case.Situation" and, on the basis of the informa-

tion and samples provided in the previous information sheet,
(1) describe how Ms. Marlow should conduct her information
search and (2) compile a list of human, organizational, and
material resources that would be helpful in developing her

inservice agenda.

CASE SITUATION

Ms. Marlow, special education coordinator for a large vocational institu-

tion, has been asked by the director of instruction to develop an agenda for

one day of an inservice program designed to sensitize instructors to the needs.

of special students. The,director of instruction has asked Ms. Marlow to'con-

centrate on three activities: (1) informing instructors about the needs of

handicapped students, (2) providing them with effective instructional tech-
niques for serving handicapped students, and (3) identifying available support

services. The director has indicated that Ms. Marlow should locate resoueces

for use during the inservice program. She will also have responsibility °for

an ongoing resource update to keep instructors informed about materials help-

ful to them in teaching handicapped students. She has six months in which

410 to develop her agenda, locate resources, and present a plan for the resource

update.
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Compare your completed written response to the "Case Situation"

with the "Model Response" given below. Your response need not

exactly duplicate the model response; however, you should have
covered the same major points.

MODEL RESPONSE

Ms. Marlow should first review her own information resources. Has there

been a pertinent article in a professional journal lately? Does she have

professional contacts that might be helpful--a colleague in a professiorol
organization or someone in her state department, perhaps? Does anyone in her

own institution have experiPnce she could profit from?

After reviewing her own resources, Ms. Marlow should then contact her
institution's librarian for assistance. The information search they develop

should include Most if not all of the following:

A computer-assisted search of ERIC and the Council for Exceptional
Children (CEC) database and/or a call to an ERIC clearinghouse

An information request directed to the regional Curriculum Coordina-
tion Center of the National Network for Curriculum Coordination in
Vocational and Technical Education (NNCCVTE)

411
. An information request directed to the Resource and Referral Service

(RRS)

6 An inquiry to appropriate other clearinghouses or resource organiza-

tions

Consideration of the National Center's publications in this area

The information-seeking activities should begin with a computer-assisted

search of ERIC and CEC using descriptors for special populations and inservice

education. Before conducting their own search, Ms. Marlow and the librarian
might wish to call the user services coordinator at the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Handicapped and Gifted Children and request both a search and a selected list
of ERIC information analysis products on the topic. The ERIC search would

provide Ms. Marlow with abstracts of documents and journal articles concerning
guidance and counseling of handicapped students, educational resources, and

inservice programs. Such material would be particularly useful in identifying

reports on successful programs for handicapped students. The ERIC Clearing-

house on Adult, Career, and Vocational Education would also be an appropriate

resource organization.

For curriculum materials, instructional resources, handbooks, and guides
useful to instructional staff, Ms. Marlow could turn to other resources. Her

nearest Curriculum Coordination Center should be able to provide curriculum

materials for use with handicapped students in vocational settings. She might
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wish to contact the Council for Exce tional Children and order their publi-

. cations catalog as wet . The Clearinghouseon the Handicapped represents
another possible resource for curricu um ma er a s.

Several resource organizations should be able to identify consultants

with expertise in the special needs area. The Resource and Referral Service,

for example, could refer Ms. Marlow to helpful contacts in planning her inser-

vice agenda. The RRS mini-lists on developing individualized education pro-

grams (IEPs) for handicapped students and helping the handiCapped gain access

to programs would be handy reference materials on agencies concerned with

the education of handicapped individuals. The National Association of State

Directors of S ecial Education, the American Vocational Association, and the

WitioniI Vocational ul ance Association might also pr75Tai-ailliance in

locating resource persons and materials for the inservice program.

The National Center plications froM sample 12 are all targeted to

Ms. Marlow s needs. These se ettions are practitioner-oriented handbooks
and guides that should be useful both for the inservice program and for

inclusion in the resource update.

Level of Performance: Your response should have included most of the same

resource organizations and materials identified in the "Model Response." If

you missed some of the key resources listed or have questions about any of

the resources, review the material in the information sheet, "Information'

Resources for Vocational Education," pp. 25-50, or check with your resource

person if necessary.
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The following "Case Study" gives a newspaper account of an edu-
cational decision maker involved in researching program alter-

natives for gifted children. Review the situation described
and then (1) indicate whether the decision maker has conducted
a thorough iriTOTriifiqin search and (2) outline the sources and
methods of information retrieval the diFiT5-6" maker could have

used in formulating his alternatives.

CASE STUDY

The following is from an actual newspaper account of an educational jeci-

sion maker at work.

SCHOOL CHIEF P'RESENTS ALTERNATIVES FOR GIFTED CHILDFEN

Coll4mbus Citizen-Journal
\July 26, 1980
p. 10, cols. 1-4)

The assistant superintendent for curriculum for the Lancaster BoaH of

Education has spent a year investigating programs for gifted children and

presented the board with some alternatives this week.

411 The school superintendent said it is impossible to estimate accurately

how many students in the district would qualify for special education programs
for the gifted, but he thought it might be in the neighborhood of 100 to 200.

The assistant superintendent for curriculum described different means of

funding the program, including some funds available from the state, kinds of

programs that could be established, how to identify gifted students, cost

options.

He said the type of program chosen would determine if additional staff

would be required.

One alternative could be housing gifted students in a separate facility

with their own faculty--the most expensive of the options.

A second alternative would be a program in which the gifted would stay in

their regular schools but be pulled out for special class offerings. The

third would be to retain them in their regular classroom but give them dif-

ferent tests and special challenges.

The assistant superintendent said the third alternative is the least

recommended but would be the cheapest to implement.

The board took no action, but it will continue to study the options.
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Compare your critique of the "Case Study" with the "Model Cri-

tique" given below. Your response need not exactly duplicate

themodel response; however, you should have covered the same

major points. .

MODEL CRITIQUE

Information Sources the Decision
Maker Could Have Used

Local sources. The assistant superintendent might very,well have begun

his oformation search using his own resources. He should have been aware of

various print or nonprint materials or resource persons that could furnish

some of the information he needed. Programs for the gifted are not uncommon

today; he might at least have found some leads to follow in his seerch for

relevant information.

Information systems and networks. The assistant superintendent could

also have conducted a search of the Educational Resources Information Center

(ERIC) and Exceptional Child Education Resources (from CEC). If he had chosen

to conduct a manual search of ERIC, he would have consulted the monthly'and

semiannual indexes of Resources in Education (RIE) and the cumulative index

of Current Index to Journals in Education, using such.terms as gifted or aca-

demically gifted. In light of the fact that he had one year in-TaTTEIT to study

the problem, a manual search would not have been the best means of acCessing

ERIC.

9

Rather, he could have called a school system librarian or his nearest

ERIC search service and requested a computer-assisted search on the topic.

The topics to be included in the search are included in the article: funding

sources, program alternatives, means of identifying gifted students, and cost

options. A search analyst would have determined what information was required

and how it would be used. The search strategy would have been developed on

that basis.

A good alternative to a truly comprehensive search would have been a call

to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children. The user ser-

vices coordinator at the clearinghouse would be knowledgeable about programs

for gifted students and would be the most appropriate person to conduct a

comprehensive search. At the same time, the user services coordinator could

recommend ERIC information analysis products, including review and synthesis

papers, bibliographies, or summaries developed by the clearinghouse on the

subject of gifted children.

Resource organizations. Next to the clearinghouse itself, the Council

for Exceptional Children is an excellent resource organization to contact for

materials on gifted children. The publications catalog from the Council would

have been an excellent resource for the assistant superintendent's study.
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Another option would have been to contact the Resource and Referral Service 410

(RRS) at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. The RRS

mini-list on innovative programs for gifted and talented students could have
provided the assistant superintendent with the addresses of key programs to

serve as models for his own program recommendations.

Information products. The types of information products most useful to

the g?istant superiiite-Faent would be final reports of projects dealing with

gifted students, research review and synthesis papers covering the most impor-

tant literature on the topic, annotated bibliographies, summaries, and over-
views of the issues. Once again, ERIC information analysis products from the

Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children would have been appropriate

resources.

Thoroughness of the Decision Maker's Search

The article suggests that the assistant superintendenZ covered the major
areas of concern in developing program alternatives for the local school

board. Other topics he could have considered include available curricula,
required staff training, testing programs and procedures, available schoo)

sites, transportation concerns, and potential community resources. Unfortu-

nately, we cannot determine the extent of the actual information search from

the brief newspaper article. The article does illustrate the necessity of
factual information in developing program options of this type.

Level of Performance: Your response should have covered the same major points

as the "Model Critique." If you missed some points or have questions about

any additional points you made, review the material in the information sheet,

"Information Resources for Vocational Education," pp. 25-50, or check with

your resource person if necessary.
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Learning

FINAL

Experience III

EXPERIENCE

Activity

-While-working in an actual administrative-situation, ulse

fnformation resources to help Amprove vO4at1Onal edUcatiOn

programi.*

As the need arises, use ifbrmat ion reSourceS to help

improve vocational tduca ion program$.1 This will inClude--

applying the step involved in pr blein-solying

determining the/Points at which You will need infor-

mation

locatin'g the sources of informatilon'useful to you,

whether ERICIARWor another lformation source such

as the National Center

applying the guidelines forAeOsion making once

alternative solutions are identpied through the

resources

NOTE: As you complete each of the libove activities, docu-

ment yOur activities (in writing, op tape, through a log)

for atsessment purposes.

continued

*If you are not currently working in an actual administrative situation, this

learning experience may be deferred, with the approval of your resource per-

son, until you have access to an actual administrative situation.



FINAL EXPERIENCE continued
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Name

Date

ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

Use Information Resources to Help Improve Vocational Education Programs

Directions: Indicate the level of the administrator's accomplishment by plac-

ing an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,

because of special circumstances, a performance component was not applicable,

or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A boX.

In using resources to help improve vocational edu-

cation programs, the administrator:

41p. applied the steps in problem solving, including:

a. sensing a need, problem, or difficulty to

overcome

b. diagnosing and stating the problem

c. searching and retrieving information on

the problem

d. applying decision-making guidelines

2. sought information for one or more of the

following purposes:

a. diagnosing the problem or needs and
identifying the constraints

b. becoming aware of facts surrounding the
problem, research completed on it, expert
opinion about it, and the range of alterna-

tive solutions
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1.0 te5 %poi Gock t..00

c. evaluating before and after action is taken. 0 0 0 0 0 0
d. installing a course of action, an idea,

product, or a service

3. used the ERIC system in locating information,
including:

a. locating ERIC microfiche collections and
search facilities

b. locating and contacting ERIC Clearinghouses
on the topic of concern

c, locating documents in RIE and CIJE, using
a manual or computer-assisted search

d. selecting documents and articles appro-
priate to the information need

e. ordering documents

4. used the Research and Development Exchange in
one or more of the following ways:

a. consulting Databases and Clearinghouses

b. consulting the Meetings Exchange

c. consulting Human Resource Directories and

Files in Education

d. consulting Private Organizations and

Associations *1.

e. consulting Dissemination Networks

f. contacting the state department represen-
tative or Regional Exchange for specific
information requests

g. contacting the Resource and Referral
Service for mini-lists or specific
information requ'asts
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5. consulted other information resources,

including:

a. the National Center's products and services.

b. the National Network for Curriculum
Coordination in Vocational and Technical

Education

c. Resources in Vocational Education (RIVE)
for appropriate education documents and

articles

d. Projects in Progress or Current Projects
in Vocational Education for funded research

projects

6. located and used one or more of the following

information products, including:

41) a. original research reports

b. review and syntheses

c. interpretations of research

d. applications of research

e. summaries, abstracts, annotations, and

bibliographies

LEVE L OF PERFORMANCE

ol't 06tv vi vg:P

O 000 00
E J E I J I U E J L
O 000 00
O 0 0 0 El 0

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT

responses. If any item receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the adminis-

trator and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities

the administrator needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

area(s).
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